
Know how you stack up with
ADVANTAGE

Are your strategies top of mind with gatekeepers? Which fi rms are you really competing 
against? Is your consultant outreach effectively building interest in your products? You have 
hunches about these questions, but eVestment Advantage actually has answers. With data 
on the products consultants and investors are researching, comparing and charting, you can:

USE ADVANTAGE TO

Measure your brand
awareness over time

Analyze your screening 
pass-rate to understand 
whether you’re providing 

the data consultants want

Know who consultants 
perceive to be your peers 

and how often you’re 
compared against them

Gain an advantage with competitive 
intelligence from eVestment:

solutions@evestment.com

Assess where your marketing and consultant 
relations efforts are working – and where 
they’re not. 
Effective roadshows, marketing campaigns and 
outreach should all increase interest in your strategies, 
as evidenced by the volume of research consultants 
conduct on your products. Use screening data in 
aggregate to gauge awareness of your brand, or 
track screening activity at the daily or weekly level 
to assess whether specifi c sales and marketing 
tactics are paying off.

Know who your peers actually are.
Use perceived-peer data in Advantage to understand 
who consultants and investors regard as your peers, 
then take a deeper dive into eVestment Analytics to 
fi nd your competitive edge.

Fine-tune your pitch decks with the data 
consultants and investors care about.
Understand the metrics and thresholds consultants 
and investors use to evaluate products like yours, 
and incorporate these highly salient data points in 
your pitch books. 

Geographically locate interest in your strategies.
Identify the regions where interest in your products is 
growing to align your sales, marketing and consultant 
relations efforts in those locations.
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ADVANTAGE
The power of

Technical Brief

Capabilities

eVestment Advantage provides transparency into how often managers are viewed, screened, charted and analyzed by 
consultants and institutional investors. This screening or viewership activity is an important early indicator of asset 
movement in the future, as asset owners and allocators conduct more screens before replacing managers or hiring new 
ones. At the product level, Advantage provides visibility into not just the number of screens that have included the strategy, 
but also that strategy’s screening pass-rate. Advantage further segments failed screens by reason: For failing to meet 
criteria or for missing data. The data points consultants and investors use in their screens, along with the value thresholds 
they set, are also surfaced. 

Product Viewership

See how specifi c products are being viewed by 
investors, consultants or both over time. Unique Views 
surfaces the number of unique analysts and fi rms that 
are reviewing the selected product in a given month, as 
opposed to return viewers. 

Segment Consultant Interest

A breakdown of product views by consultant size helps 
quantify the level of interest the product is receiving 
from consultants, without naming specifi c fi rms. This 
helps Consultant Relations and Marketing teams 
assess whether their outreach efforts are generating 
greater interest in the product.



ADVANTAGE
The power of

Products Ranked by Viewership

See how products rank, based on the number of profi le 
views they receive from consultants and investors. 

Viewership by Geography

See the domicile of investors and consultants viewing 
a selected product and compare to average views for 
all products in that universe. 

Trending Products in a Universe

Select a product, then see the top 10 most-viewed 
products in that product’s primary universe. This 
situates interest in the product relative to the most 
viewed products. And by tracking the top 10 
most-viewed universes, you’re seeing early indicators 
of the strategies consultants and investors are 
researching now for potential allocation changes
in the future.



ADVANTAGE
The power of

Perceived-Peer Groups

When consultants and investors create tables and 
charts to compare managers, Advantage tracks who is 
included in those comparisons. This provides clear
line-of-sight into which products consultants and 
investors perceive to be peers.

Criteria Most Frequently Used to Compare Managers

Advantage tracks the screening criteria and value thresholds consultants and investors use most often to compare 
managers. Criteria can be very different universe to universe, revealing the metrics and data points asset owners and 
allocators perceive to be important when they screen managers.



ADVANTAGE
The power of

Universe Level Intelligence

With viewership data updated daily, track and analyze 
views on 715 universes across multiple time periods 
to understand which ones are gaining or losing 
momentum. 

Filter universe views by regional location, type of client or 
show only the universes with your fi rm’s products to gain 
a customized look of each universe you compete in. 

Drill into any universe to see the total views, median 
product views and the top-viewed products in that 
universe, along with total viewership numbers, returns, 
and stated fees all ranked and exportable to Excel.  

To request a tour of Advantage, contact solutions@evestment.com.


